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A Note from the Author 
Dear Reader, 

Writing a letter is something I haven’t done for years, 
though I remember with a pang how important they 
were to me when I was the eighteen (the same age as 
Erica, my narrator). But what an enjoyable moment 
to get back into letter-writing—I want to thank all 
of you for choosing A Theater for Dreamers as your 
next read. I am excited for you to experience Hydra 
through Erica’s eyes.  

On that Greek island in 1960, waiting for the post 
was the most important part of each day. It was the 
moment everyone gathered at the cafés along the 
waterfront, scanning the horizon for the daily 
steamer that would bring the mail bags from 
Athens, then some five hours away. While people  
waited, plans were made for the day, gossip was traded, 
drinks were had, and ideas for the day’s writing and 
painting were formed.  

How I wish I was writing to you from there now,  
surrounded by the characters from my novel—the  
artists, musicians, poets, the beautiful young dreamers  
Erica meets during her sojourn there. I hope you will  
enjoy their company and find pleasure from being  
immersed in their sun-soaked world. 

Best, 

Polly Samson  

Music for Dreamers 

Leonard Cohen’s songs have been the soundtrack to my life. 
In the same way that when I write fiction I only read great 
poetry, when I write lyrics I only listen to Leonard Cohen. I 
live in hope that something might rub off on me. He occupies 
the penthouse right at the top of the Tower of Song, and even 
the best of the rest live several floors below. He provided the 
epigraph to my 2010 collection of stories, Perfect Lives, but I 
never expected him to walk right in to one of my novels. 

The song “Yes, I Have Ghosts” came after I finished writing  
the novel. The line appears in the novel when Erica asks 
Charmian if she believes in ghosts. It was as though Charm-
ian had whispered that phrase in my ear.  I remember the hair 
standing up on the back of my neck.  I knew immediately that 
it would become a lyric, that there was a song to be written 
about being haunted by the living.   

Head over to Spotify (https://spoti.fi/3tfH8Pn) to listen. 

Playlist

SO LONG, MARIANNE—Leonard Cohen

FINGERPRINTS—Leonard Cohen

HEY, THAT’S NO WAY TO SAY GOODBYE—Leonard Cohen

I LEFT A WOMAN WAITING—Leonard Cohen

IS THIS WHAT YOU WANTED—Leonard Cohen

WHY DON’T YOU TRY—Leonard Cohen

I TRIED TO LEAVE YOU—Leonard Cohen   

MOVING ON—Leonard Cohen   

BIRD ON THE WIRE—Leonard Cohen 

CAME SO FAR FOR BEAUTY—Leonard Cohen   

GO NO MORE A-ROVING—Leonard Cohen   

YES, I HAVE GHOSTS—David Gilmour with Romany Gilmour © 
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Discussion Questions for  
A Theater for Dreamers

1.  This is a novel set in the bliss of summer on a gorgeous Greek 
island. What does the author do to transport you to this place? 
How does the setting make you feel? 

2.  Most of the action occurs in 1960, a free-spirited time where 
the characters drink freely, make art, and move in and out of 
relationships with one another. How does the spirit of Hydra 
enhance the depiction of that year? 

3.  Despite the idyllic setting, the characters are not immune to 
the insecurities, upsets, and disruptions of life. What can we 
learn from this novel about human nature? How are these 
lessons emphasized by the setting? 

4.  The artists on Hydra have all inherited from their parents the 
anxiety of living through a global war. Erica also inherits a 
small fortune from her mother that gives her the chance to 
escape her father. How do different kinds of inheritances  
affect the actions and psyches of these characters? What have 
you inherited from the generations before you? 

5.  A Theater for Dreamers has been described as a coming-of-age 
novel. In what ways does Erica change? Is it only the young-
er characters who grow and develop, or does this happen for 
older characters too? 

6.  Before leaving for Hydra, Erica says, “Mainly I dreamt of 
dreaming.” Her dreams of Charmian, Hydra, and her future 
with Jimmy Jones do not line up with the reality she finds. 
Have you found it productive to spend time in daydreams, 
even if reality turns out quite differently? 

7.  Erica is a teenager amid a circle of adults. In what ways is 
Erica different from the adults? In what ways is she the same? 
How does her perspective as an outsider inform the story? 

8.  Erica certainly misses her mother, but Charmian points out 
that you can miss someone even if they are still around—for 
example, the version of George she married who does not  
exist anymore. What parts of George does Charmian miss? 
Have you ever experienced grief for someone still living? 

9.  Erica barely understands why Charmian means so much to 
her. Her infatuation seems to be equal parts crush and longing 
for maternal affection. Do you think Charmian handles her 
position as a role model well? Can she be expected to? In what 
different ways does Charmian shape Erica’s character? 

10.  Several characters in the novel are fictionalized versions of 
real people, including Leonard Cohen himself. Do you think 
you would read the novel differently if you hadn’t already 
heard of them? 

11.  The epigraph for this book is Marianne Ihlen’s quote: “I’m 
living. Life is my art.” Yet, the characters desire publication 
and other kinds of recognition: they will be known for their 
art, not their lives. How does that contradiction sit with you? 
Do the lives of the unpublished writers in this story have any 
less value? 

12.  This novel is set against a social background of supposed 
growing freedom for women, and gender is often a battle-
ground for the characters. How do gender relations play out 
in the story? How does male desire inform and affect female 
behavior and creativity? 

13.  Leonard tells George that life’s enjoyments begin with our 
bodies and end with ideas. However, for the women in this 
novel, bodily enjoyment can mean unwanted pregnancies, 
which have life-altering consequences. When Charmian and 
Erica meet again at a protest for access to contraceptive ad-
vice, Charmian says that until there’s a birth control pill there 
will be no women’s liberation. With our modern hindsight, 
do you agree with her? How might the courses of these wom-
en’s lives have been altered by reliable contraception? 

14.  Despite the importance of the setting, the characters remain 
separate from the Hydra islanders. Why might this be? How 
does it affect your interpretation of the bohemian circle? 

15.  Erica finds herself surprised to have found a home in Hydra. 
Through what events does her sense of home and family  
develop? What places in your life have given you a surprising 
sense of home? What 
does it feel like to feel 
at home in a place you 
once thought was made 
for people older or more 
important than you? 

16.  If you were to base a piece  
of art on real-life figures, 
who would you consider 
choosing? 
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A Gardenia and a Sandwich 
An Essay by Polly Samson 
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A Gardenia and a Sandwich
a n  e s s ay  b y

polly samson

There’s a fresh gardenia in a small stone jar on my worktable. It sweet-
ens the whole room. They are tricky plants, gardenias—hard to please 

and reluctant to bloom—and cutting this single flower, moon-white and 
waxy, and then stealing it away upstairs felt a tad selfish.

The plant has been there on the kitchen windowsill for us all to enjoy, 
shedding yellow leaves and limp, half-formed buds this entire lockdown 
year. Google what’s up with it and you’ll find a dizzying list of complaints: 
too wet, too dry, too cold, too much feeding, too little spritzing, not hard-
enough praying, etc. etc. I have been longing for it to bloom.

The motif of the fresh gardenia and its partner, the sandwich, runs 
through my novel. The image was planted there by the Canadian singer-
songwriter Leonard Cohen, when he spoke of his beloved Marianne and 
how she catered to his needs and created domestic harmony: “There would 
be a  gardenia  on my desk perfuming the whole room. And there would 
be a little  sandwich  at noon. Sweetness, sweetness everywhere.” She’s the 
Marianne he immortalized in his haunting song “So Long, Marianne.” The 
fabled muse. What writer wouldn’t wish for such service and care?

In a fever of creativity he wrote two novels, several collections of poetry, 
and his first songs while they were lovers. They lived in a whitewashed house 
on the Greek island of Hydra, where there was no electricity and everyone 
was young and beautiful by candlelight. They met there in 1960, when the 
island was home to a thriving international community of bickering, bed-
hopping, boozing bohemians, and they meet again as characters in my novel, 
which is based around known events.

The king and queen of the community were the married writers Charmian 

�
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Clift and George Johnston. They were sociable and their marriage was dra-
matic. They had bought a house on Hydra in the fifties and managed to 
scrape by for a decade writing novels. Leonard Cohen later described them 
as an inspiration, and also noted that “they drank more than other people, 
they wrote more, they got sick more, they got well more, they cursed more, 
they blessed more, and they helped a great deal more.”

There’s a photograph of Charmian Clift taped to my wall with a Post-it 
that reads: “You know, Leonard, I was never in love with you.” Leonard 
replies: “No, me neither.” She’s soulfully beautiful beneath her straw brim, 
cigarette and glass in hand, an old shirt with a buttonhole sprig of jasmine, 
gazing away from the port, preoccupied. The blur of houses rise behind her 
like the steps of an ancient amphitheater. 

I looked at the photo often when I was writing Charmian as a character. 
It’s from a lucky cache of over fifteen hundred images by the photojournal-
ist James Burke, all taken on Hydra in 1960 for a Life magazine assignment 
about the artistic community. You can’t look at them without wishing your-
self there: to meet these people and know their stories, to feel that sun on 
your back.

Some of James Burke’s photographs are on the internet because Leonard 
Cohen is in them. In some he’s pictured in a group with Marianne riding 
donkeys to the monastery, in others he’s with Charmian and her family 
swimming at the rocks, or in the Taverna Douskos with his guitar. He sits 
with his back to the white-painted trunk of a tree, Charmian beside him. 
Her head is on his shoulder while he plays to an enchanting and enchanted 
circle of young people.

Before the photographs there had been Hydra itself, an island for dream-
ers, ten miles long and mountainous, with neither roads nor airport but the 
clearest water for swimming and streets that smell of white flowers. I visited 
for the first time in 2014 and stumbled upon Charmian Clift’s long-out-
of-print memoir of her life there, Peel Me a Lotus. She is an extraordinarily 
captivating writer, perceptive and acidly witty, her voice so intimate I had 
to know more. And the more I read by and about Charmian Clift and the 
community, the more certain I became that I would write about her.

Spending time on Hydra was no hardship, and through a serendipitous 
friendship I even stayed in and wrote part of A Theater for Dreamers in the 
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house that had been Charmian and George’s. Leonard Cohen had also 
lodged there, when he first arrived on the island to write his novel. For a 
while I was hamstrung at the thought of having him in mine, in the way that 
only a true fan could be.

I made progress at first by identifying everyone in the photographs. As so 
many were writers—and writers tend to write—the research became laby-
rinthine. There were biographies and a wealth of published as well as unpub-
lished novels, diaries, and letters. Charmian Clift and George Johnston 
published fourteen books during their decade in Greece.

There was plenty to read, but a couple of years went by and I still hadn’t 
found the voice to tell their story. Then Marianne died and the letter 
Leonard wrote her went viral.

Dearest Marianne, 

I’m just a little behind you, close enough to 

take your hand. This old body has given up, just as 

yours has too, and the eviction notice is on its way 

any day now.

I’ve never forgotten your love and your beauty. 

But you know that. I don’t have to say any more. Safe 

travels old friend. See you down the road.  

Love and gratitude, 

Leonard

In November 2016 I returned to Hydra. As I took a coffee at the port, watch-
ing the mules being led away with their cargos, the news of Leonard Cohen’s 
death and the American presidential election results hit me at the same time. 
“At least Leonard’s been spared this,” said a voice in my head. This was the 
first time that Erica, my narrator, made herself known. She was giddy with 
fear and foreboding that a world she had fought to change would be spin-
ning backwards.

Erica Hart comes of age in 1960. She isn’t much older than friends of 
mine, women who are not so very much older than me, and yet who were not 
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able to get a mortgage or a loan or rent a flat without the guarantor signature 
of a husband or a father. She, like my friends, came of age without access to 
reliable contraception or legal abortion.

The final gardenia and sandwich in the novel are the ones Erica places on 
a desk of her own. I think many women still find it hard to recognize and 
cater to their own needs, but maybe it’s the best thing of all, to be one’s 
own muse.

Across the pond there are glimmers of hope as a new presidential 
term begins, and here, too, it is time for something new. The gardenia is 
on my desk, and downstairs in the kitchen the bread is new and the 
butter soft.
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Giving Charmian Clift Her Due 

The writing in Charmian Clift’s 1959 memoir, 
Peel Me a Lotus—of her life on Hydra—hooked 
me. She has an incredibly intimate way of draw-
ing the reader in. Here was a family making a go 
of things on a Greek island before mass tourism 
descended, with a great cast of international 
extras, a sort of sexed-up The Durrells (for those 
not watching that show, I recommend it; it’s 
delightful!) with plenty of beautifully expressed 
existential angst and a wicked wit thrown into 
the mix.  

Clift’s writing career had begun collaboratively, 
in the earliest days of her marriage to the writer 
George Johnston, who was a famous war report-
er, a sort of Australian Hemingway, and a decade 
older than she. I am also the less-known half of a 
writing married couple, so that led me to want to 
know more. What I found was one of the most 
tragic family stories imaginable. George John-
ston and Charmian Clift had been dubbed “The 
Ted Hughes and Sylvia Plath of Australia,” and 
depending on whose biography you read, fingers 
were being pointed at each being responsible for 
the death of the other. 

But just as Charmian Clift was overshadowed  
in life by the man she married another man 

eclipsed and con-
signed her after her 
death, to being a 
footnote to his story. 

This man is, of 
course, Leonard 
Cohen. When he 
arrived on Hydra 
in 1960, he was an 
unknown poet, 
there to live cheaply 
in the sun and write 

his first novel. Having been ejected from the 
grand house to which he thought he’d been in-
vited (it’s a great story, which you’ll find it in my 
novel), Charmian and George took him in and 
helped him to find another place. Two decades 
later, when he dedicated his first Australian  
concert to the couple, they had both already  
been dead for ten years. 

Charmian Clift was a bold feminist, years ahead 
of her time. In 
her solo debut, 
Mermaid Singing, 
she writes, perhaps 
prophetically, of 
her own marriage: 
“all embracing 
co-operation is 
the only workable 
arrangement but 
I have the faint 
gnawing suspicion 
that there will 

come a time when I will find myself several pac-
es in the rear, watching the flick of his keychain 
and quite unable to catch up because of the 
weight of the baggage I am carrying.” 

Clift was aware that George Johnston’s writing 
would be more handsomely rewarded than her 
own—in fact he twice won Australia’s presti-
gious Miles Franklin Award for his novels—and 
she spent much of her time facilitating his work. 
She managed two novels during that decade in 
Greece, but after the family returned to Australia 
in 1964, she found fame as a weekly columnist, 
campaigner, and commentator.  

Before her death (at the age of 47) Clift had 
published 240 brilliant essays, and hers was 
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In July 1969, and following a day of drunken 
rowing with George, Charmian Clift ended 
her own life by overdosing on his sleeping pills.  
George Johnston died of tuberculosis one year 
later.  

I am so glad that she is not forgotten. She is  
such an immersive writer and the best com- 
panion anyone could wish for. When A Theater 
For Dreamers was published, my greatest wish 
was that Charmian Clift’s work would be put 
back in print. It’s now happened in the UK and  
hopefully the US will follow. 

Do read her and be transported to the 
Greek islands, away from these times as 
well as these shores. 

Giving Charmian Clift Her Due 

a powerful and progressive voice.  She cam-
paigned for the return of democracy in Greece, 
was proabortion and for women’s right to birth 
control, and against the war in Vietnam. 

In one of her last essays, What Are You Doing It 
For?, she writes:  

“ It is the most pretentious nonsense to be- 
lieve that the work you do will live after  
you. It might, but then again it might not, 
and history will be the judge of that, not you. 
What most of us leave to posterity are only  
a few memories of ourselves, really, and 
possibly a few enemies.  A whole human life 
of struggle, bravery, defeat, triumph, hope, 
despair, might be remembered, finally, for  
one drunken escapade.” 
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